Mobile Solutions® App
Manage larger areas of an event with greater flexibility and security.
Managing a large amount of information using a small device.

Using the Mobile Solutions® App from a smartphone, tablet, or handheld device allows
users to manage personnel, visitors, volunteers and assets away from the Command
Center at any location. Users can securely access data on personnel including contact &
medical Information, skill sets, and personal assets using the Mobile Solutions® App.
Create an event and enroll personnel from one of these mobile devices before the
Command Center is even setup onsite. Personnel are able to manage larger areas of a
location and monitor event status while moving in and out of the vicinity of the Command
Center. They can manage individuals, equipment, and activity using an interactive menu full
of event management functions, within the Mobile Solutions® App.
Compatible with AndroidTM
& iOS operating systems.

Manage Incidents
Create new incidents,
divisions, & assignments.
Manage multiple incidents.

Personnel Data
Search for a user & access
contact & medical info, skills
& personal asset data.

Check Personnel In/Out
Scan IDs or manually check
in/out an individual or a
group of personnel into
an Incident, division,
& assignment.

Maximized Connectivity
The Mobile Solutions® App connects
wirelessly to the Mobile Solutions® Data
Server, which is hosted either locally at the
Command Center or on an Internet Cloud.
Mobile devices connect via WiFi, Cellular,
Local WiFi, or a Network. If a connection is
lost or cannot be established, data collected
& managed by the Mobile Solutions® App is
stored directly on the mobile device. Data can
be synchronized once a connection is made.

Event Status
Monitor Personnel Assignments
to see when they checked in,
how long they’ve been active
& if they are approaching or
have met their time limit.

On-site Assets
View which assets are being
used, when they were
checked in, and how long
they’ve been active.

*Mobile Solutions App Features
> Track people & assets away
from the command workstation.
> Create an event & enroll people
on-site before the command
workstation is setup.
> Synchronize data to/from your
handheld by transmitting data
in real-time or store data until
connectivity is available.
> Multiple devices work from one
centralized database.

> Cloud hosted centralized database.

Enterprise Grade Device
The XT1 handheld device
provides a more ruggedized
mobile device to partner with
the Mobile Solutions® App.
It’s features provide a higher
level of quality for a solution
that meets enterprise &
government requirements
including IP54 standards.

> Affordable, flexible solution.
> Manage multiple incidents at once.
> Download data to the mobile device.
> Manage multiple entry & exit
checkpoints on-site.
> Supports many formats including
1 & 2D barcodes, QR tags, etc.

Contact Elliott Data Systems, Inc. for more
information or a free demonstration.

1-888-345-8511
www.elliottmobilesolutions.com

Available for download at:
*Licensing required for
full functionality.
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